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INTRODUCTION

Polymer nanocomposite production has progressed rapidly
because, due to improved thermal stability, light in weight than
that of pure polymers and polymer composite materials. To
prepare these materials, several natural polymers, synthetic
polymers, biopolymers and elastomers can be used, comp-
rising, depending on the application, various nanoparticles
integrated into them [1-9]. It is important to select the right
polymer-nanoparticle combination and processing technique
to analyze these novel materials with good specifications, since
the new design relies on this. In order to understand the
behaviour of new materials, the following essential facts on
components must be considered for the manufacture of polymer
nanocomposites: (i) polymer mass; (ii) polymer chemical
structure; (iii) polymer semi-crystalline; (iv) polymer mass;
(v) polymer composition; (vi) polymer semi-crystallinity; (vii)
thermal resilience of the polymer; (viii) surface area of the
nanoparticle; (ix) chemical composition of the nanoparticle; and
(x) dispersion of the nanoparticle. To extract these materials,
there are many processes, the most prominent to be in situ
polymerization, dispersion of solutions (including nano preci-
pitation and spray drying) and extrusion of melt. Each method
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has a uniqueness of its own. However, regardless of the method,
the nature among all polymer nanocomposites is the final
morphology, which relies on polymer-nanoparticle interactions
that facilitate uniform dispersion and deposition of the nano-
particles with polymer matrix [10-14].

As long as their properties could be adapted to particular
end-use applications, biopolymers, such as cellulose and its
derivatives, can provide attractive alternatives. Hydroxypropyl
methylcellulose (HPMC) is among the most widely applied
cellulose ethers in the food industry as an emulsifier, defensive
colloid, stabilizing agent, suspension agent, thickener agent,
including film former, etc. [15]. Due of their specific physical
and chemical characteristics, zinc oxide nanoparticles is an
eco-friendly substance with no toxicity [16,17] and one of the
multipurpose inorganic nanoparticles, which favours the bio-
applications [18]. Moreover, ZnO nanoparticles are also used
in the rubber industry and provide rubber wear resistance,
enhancing high polymer efficiency in their strength, intensity,
anti-aging and other features [19,20]. Due to the simplicity,
cost-effective, durability, consistency and relatively mild condi-
tions of the system′s development, ZnO nanopowders produced
mostly by sol-gel approach have attracted considerable attention.
This technique enables the surface modification of zinc oxide
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with appropriate organic material compounds which influence
the properties of particles and widen their application spectrum.

The monolayer of hexagonally packed carbon atoms,
graphene, has essentially revolutionized both the academic and
industrial fields [21]. Its novel characteristics such as high
modulus and tensile strength, large theoretical real surface area,
practically transparent and superior conductivity, could be of
quite great relevance among these potential ones. Due to the
combined enhanced properties, functionalized graphene as
well as its composites, polymer-based graphene composites
are very potential material [22]. For many practical uses in
large-scale processing, graphene is commonly used as a nano
filler in polymer composites. The intense interaction produced
between graphene oxide polar molecules is due to the effects
of functional groups containing oxygen to have homogeneous
dispersion [23]. Due to its thermal stability [24], mechanical
strength [25] and enhanced ionic conductivity [26], graphene
oxide doped polymer nanocomposite films have been reported.

In this work, the effects of ZnO and GO nanoparticles on
the structural, mechanical and thermal properties of HPMC
films are studied. To maximize the efficiency of the composites
obtained, different concentrations of nanoparticles have also
been examined.

EXPERIMENTAL

All chemicals used in this study were of analytical grade.
HPMC was purchased from CDH, India with a molecular weight
of 120000 Dalton. Graphite flakes with particle size 60 meshes
were obtained from Loba Chemie. Zinc sulphate, zinc acetate
dihydrate, sodium hydroxide, sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid,
ethanol hydrogen peroxide, potassium permanganate and sodium
nitrate were procured from S.D. Fine Chemicals, India. Double
distilled water was used for the preparation of composite films.

Preparation of HPMC/ZnO and HPMC/GO nanocom-
posites: The ZnO nanoparticles were extracted using a contro-
lled method of precipitation. A dropwise molar ratio of 1:2 has
been introduced to the aqueous solution of zinc sulphate and
sodium hydroxide under intense stirring for almost 12 h. The
acquired precipitate was filtered, washed with deionized water
then dried in hot air oven at 100 ºC. The powder collected became
calcinated inside a muffle furnace over 2 h at 550 ºC. The
obtained ZnO nanoparticles were characterized by XRD and
FTIR.

From the modified Hummer Process, GO was prepared
[27,28] and characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
Fourier transmission infrared (FTIR) to confirm the average
nano size and the structure, respectively [27].

The method of solution casting has been used for the devel-
opment of nanocomposite films. HPMC (4% w/w) was dissolved
in double distilled water at room temperature. To separate
HPMC solution, added ZnO and GO nanoparticles with varying
concentrations as weight percent of 1, 3 and 5. The mixture
was held for 5-6 h in a stirring mode. To homogenize, the
sonicator was used for 10 min, then the solution was poured
into petri dishes for uniform thickness and finally dried in air.

Characterization techniques: The crystal structures for
nanocomposite films were tested through using techniques as

XRD (XPERT-MPD diffractometer). Using the X-ray diffrac-
tometer (radiation CuKα and λ = 0.15406 nm), the patterns
were taken. The intensity was calculated in the scanning rate
of 10º/min along with 2θ range of 10-70º. To indentify, the
chemical bonding between samples, the FTIR spectrophoto-
meter in the range of wavelength of 4000-500 cm-1 had been
used. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analyzed the morph-
ology of ZnO nanoparticles as well as the film surface. In com-
pliance with ASTM Standard Process D882-02 (ASTM, 2002),
the mechanical properties of the samples, including tensile
strength (TS), elongation and Young′s module at the break were
tested using the Universal testing machine. The experiments
were conducted with three replications.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

XRD analysis: The nanocomposites of pure HPMC and
HPMC/GO exhibit two diffraction peaks at 10.23º and 25.80º
which indicate the peaks for GO and the 2θ value for the HPMC
peak remains the same in all compositions of nanocomposites
(Fig. 1). The formation of well-exfoliated GO/HPMC nano-
composites was determined and it can be seen that the nature
of HPMC remains unchanged even after GO is implanted into
the HPMC matrix.

The XRD patterns of HPMC pure film and HPMC/ZnO
nanocomposite films with varying concentrations of ZnO are
presented in Fig. 2. The XRD pattern of pure HPMC (Fig. 1)
confirmed that HPMC is an amorphous polymer [29] with a
single large peak at 2θ = 20.21º. Due to very low concentration,
the intensity of ZnO peaks was not traced on 1% and 3%
loading of nanoparticles in the HPMC network. The ZnO peaks
were observed in 5% loading at 2θ =31.85º and 2θ =36.17º,
which confirms the presence of ZnO nanoparticles [27] in the
HPMC polymer matrix.

FTIR analysis: The FT-IR spectrum of HPMC/ZnO nano-
composite films is shown in Fig. 3. The samples revealed that
the peaks at 3429.45 cm-1 are responsible for the OH stretching
vibration and intermolecular H-bonding [30]. The peak at
2918.95 cm-1 corresponds to CH stretching vibration and the band
at 1645.46 cm-1 indicate the existence of ν(C-O) six-membered
cyclic rings of stretching vibration. The methoxy group′s symmetric
bending vibrations are seen in between 1400-1350 cm-1 range
[31]. Moreover, the band at 1052.35 cm-1 is due to the stretching
vibration of C-O groups.

In the FTIR spectra of HPMC/GO, the O-H stretching is
allocated to the peak at 3429.30 cm-1 and caused by the presence
of a significant number of hydroxyl groups in the backbone of
GO [32]. The various signature bands responsible for the diffe-
rent functionalities of oxygen found in the GO. The band at
1645.65 cm-1 is part of the carbonyl residue (C=O) stretching
vibration, while the peak at 1412.20 cm-1 is attributed to the
carboxyl group in GO. The skeletal vibration from non-oxidized
graphitic peaks at 1645.45 cm-1 is the characteristic band. The
the absorbance bands at 1267 and 1053.30 cm-1 are due to the
epoxy and alkoxy groups, respectively [33]. All of these results
confirmed the eventual formation of ZnO and GO nano-
particles in the HPMC matrix in every composition.
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Fig. 1. XRD analysis data of HPMC/GO nanocomposite films
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Fig. 2. XRD analysis data of HPMC/ZnO nanocomposite films
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Fig. 3. FTIR spectrums of HPMC pure, HPMC/GO and HPMC/ZnO
nanocomposite films

Thermal studies: In the presence of GO, the thermal stabi-
lity of HPMC is increased, since GO and ZnO itself have strong
thermal stability. It is visible that with the incorporation of
GO, the thermal decomposition of pure HPMC moves towards
higher temperatures (Fig. 4b-d).

The thermograms of nanocomposite films of HPMC/ZnO
are shown in Fig. 4e-g, which indicated that in three steps,
HPMC films demonstrate the decomposition. The key disin-
tegration process of HPMC started at a temperature signi-
ficantly below 100 ºC and increased to 150 ºC, due to the pre-
sence of moisture in the context. The subsequent degradation
of polymer chains appear in the temperature range 150-350 ºC.
For those HPMC/ZnO nanocomposite samples, the second
weight reductions (major weight reductions) were observed
in the region 240-370 ºC and can lead to the structural decom-
position of the polymer nanocomposites [34]. However, as the
nanoparticle dosage increased, the rate of thermal decomposition
reaction of the samples decreases, but HPMC/ZnO nanocom-
posites are much more thermally stable relative to pure samples.

The degree of weight reduction of HPMC/GO and HPMC/
ZnO nanocomposite films at various temperatures are shown
in Table-1. At the composition of 5% addition of ZnO nano-
particles, the thermal stability varies to a decrease level, which
may be due to the agglomerization of ZnO nanoparticles in
the HPMC matrix. From the data, it is evident that the thermal
stability of the HPMC polymer increases with addition of ZnO
and GO nanoparticles.

Fig. 5a-d shows the DSC thermograms of HPMC and HPMC/
GO nanocomposite films. The HPMC pure film transition temp-
erature (Tg) was 78.99 ºC. The Tg of both polymer nanocomp-
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Fig. 4. TGA analysis spectra of Pure HPMC, HPMC/GO and HPMC/ZnO

TABLE-1 
PERCENTAGE OF WEIGHT REDUCTION OF PURE HPMC AND HPMC COMPOSITES 

Percentage of weight loss at various temperature 
Sample code 

100 °C 200 °C 300 °C 400 °C 500 °C 600 °C Residue 
Pure HPMC 8.39 9.45 14.63 85.45 87.54 88.77 3.89 
HPMC/GO (1%) 7.01 7.52 12.66 85.39 87.50 88.66 1.86 
HPMC/GO (3%) 4.96 6.77 11.06 85.32 87.41 88.50 4.09 
HPMC/GO (5%) 7.06 7.79 11.59 85.81 87.86 88.98 2.80 
HPMC/ZnO (1%) 8.05 9.19 14.33 84.40 86.50 87.57 4.37 
HPMC/ZnO (3%) 8.09 9.18 14.30 84.85 87.05 88.17 3.01 
HPMC/ZnO (5%) 9.43 10.42 15.60 84.44 86.83 87.97 3.43 
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osite films decreases as the progress of the nanofillers rate
builds up. The Tg of HPMC matrix decreases to < 70 ºC with
the addition of 5 wt% of GO nanoparticle. By incorporating
the GO and ZnO nanoparticles (Fig. 5e-g), the crystallinity of
the polymer network increases, resulting to reduction in the
transition temperature (Tg).

The mechanical properties viz. Young modulus, elongation
at break and tensile strength for HPMC/ GO and HPMC/ZnO
films were also evaluated. The films of pure HPMC showed
the best medium of tensile strength and also revealed the elon-
gation′s highest values (Table-2). The Young module is a para-
meter characterizing a material′s rigidity. In addition, it provides
the hardness or resistance to elastic deformation in which this
material offers. Higher the value of Young module in polymer
will reflect with higher the deformation resistance and rigidity.

TABLE-2 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF PURE HPMC  

AND HPMC NANOCOMPOSITES 

Sample code 
Young’s 
modulus 
(MPa) 

Elongation at 
break (%) 

Tensile 
strength 
(Mpa) 

Pure HPMC 
HPMC/GO (1%) 
HPMC/GO (3%) 
HPMC/GO (5%) 
HPMC/ZnO (1%) 
HPMC/ZnO (3%) 
HPMC/ZnO (5%) 

374.43 
290.34 
322.05 
467.55 
346.74 
303.72 
376.62 

99.82 
9.94 
9.86 
9.96 
15.68 
9.80 
9.80 

13.23 
11.36 
8.65 
5.64 
10.11 
6.47 
3.74 

 
Both tensile strength and elongation at break decreased

by raising the GO and ZnO content in the control HPMC films.
The Young modulus shows a slight increasing behaviour, which
goes on 5% addition of nanoparticles. The reason for the lowe-
ring mechanical properties tendency was due to non-alignment
and non-strong surface interaction of nanoparticles.

The band gap and the form of electronic transitions were
recorded in order to study the optical properties of the HPMC
based nanocomposites. If a semiconductor absorbs energy
photons greater than that of the semiconductor gap, an electron

is moved from its valence band to the conduction band, there
is an immediate rise in the material absorption to the wave-
length corresponding to that same energy gap of the band. Fig.
6 shows the UV spectra of HPMC/GO and HPMC/ZnO.

From Table-3, it is clear that the band gap values are almost
identical, ranging between 4.1 and 4.28 eV, and still lower
than the pure samples. As a result, the values obtained indicate
a dependency on the sample composition. It is possible that
the differences are due to changes in the HPMC ions available
for conduction per unit length, as well as changes in molecular
structure caused by doping concentration.

TABLE-3 
OPTICAL BAND GAP ENERGIES OF  

HPMC AND HPMC COMPOSITES 

Sample code Band gap (eV) 
Pure HPMC 4.28 
HPMC/GO (1%) 4.25 
HPMC/GO (3%) 4.21 
HPMC/GO (5%) 4.10 
HPMC/ZnO (1%) 4.28 
HPMC/ZnO (3%) 4.27 
HPMC/ZnO (5%) 4.14 

 
Conclusion

In summary, graphene oxide was synthesized by modified
Hummers method and zinc oxide by using precipitation method.
The nanoparticles were incorporated in HPMC matrix with
different weight ratio to produce the HPMC based polymer
nanocomposite films. The XRD and FTIR studies confirmed
the presence of nanoparticles and also the nature of polymer.
There was an increase in the thermal stability and optical charac-
teristics of the composites with the increased loading of nano-
particles. The optical band gap was decreased on the polymer
by the sequential addition of nanoparticles, which indicated
that the polymer has the potential ability of being conductive
in compare with pure HPMC biopolymer. The transition temp-
erature (Tg) of the HPMC polymer decreases with increasing
percentage of GO and ZnO nanoparticles, which was due to
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Fig. 5. DSC spectra of HPMC/GO (a) and HPMC/ZnO (b)
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the increased crystalline nature of the polymer. The weak inter-
facial interaction and non-uniformity of both GO and ZnO
nanoparticles results the reduced mechanical properties.
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Fig. 6. UV spectra of HPMC/GO (a) and HPMC/ZnO (b)
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